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<p>Federal Signal is the world leader in innovative equipment, signaling products and communication and security
systems that keep workers, first responders and our communities safe and secure. Since our first outdoor siren in
1917 to our first police car beacon in 1948, we’ve never stopped seeking better ways to improve safety and reduce the
risk for our customers. Today, a combination of product innovation, expertise, and a commitment to deliver superior
service and support is what we work towards to make us unique. Federal Signal offers Mass Notification Systems and
Software, Signaling Devices, Police and Work Truck audible and visual equipment.</p>

<p>Warning and Mass Notification: Our market-leading software, equipment, and services deliver global solutions that
integrate outdoor, indoor, and personal notification systems over a redundant networked platform.</p>

<p> </p>

<p>Signaling Systems: When it comes to safety, security and effective communications for hazardous environments
and demanding applications, Federal Signal stands out as the best source for complete critical communication
solutions.</p>

<p> </p>

<p>Police: Reducing risk for police officers is at the forefront of everything we do. We start with developing innovative,
patented technologies found in our light bars, exterior and interior warning lights, siren & speakers and directional
lighting. Pair one of these products with our push-bumpers, and tire deflation devices, and you will have a driving force
for a safe and secure police car solution. Find all your police lights and sirens with Federal Signal.</p>

<p> </p>
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perimeter lights, interior warning lights, area/flood lights, back-up alarms and camera systems, and compartment lights
to provide safe and reliable emergency warning for municipal, utility, tow and recovery of DOT vehicles and work truck
operators in work zones. It is our commitment to engineer the most reliable and high-performing products for your
work trucks.</p>
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Glenn Wayman ISD Application (708) 587-3195 gwayman@fedsig.com

Erin Peterson Sales Support (708) 534-4794 iordersup@fedsig.com
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